TOUGH ENOUGH TO RISE TO ANY OCCASION.

Whether you’re looking for manual or hydraulic functionality, customized cab guards and risers, or a design to meet a specific eye level or sight line, our experienced team is at your service. From hydraulic elevating cabs and tilt-fixed risers to operator cabs that enhance safety, we’re ready to develop products that rise up to meet whatever your job demands.
CAB RISER

A cab riser's primary function is to increase operator productivity by improving visibility while enhancing operational control. Pierce cab risers offer exceptional visibility and operator comfort. Features include hydraulic or manual tilt for easy transportability, frame support and reinforcement, as well as convenient service access and optional cab guards. Available in heights ranging from 9" to 120".

Our 48" and taller risers are suited to contain Pierce generator packages for magnet operation.

For additional access and egress safety, select our optional platform, stairs, and railings.

CAB GUARD

Protect your cab and operator from heavy impact.

OPTIONAL:
Hinged front screen protects your windshield and your operator from flying debris.
High intensity LED work lights.
HYdraulically Elevating Excavator Cab

Reach new heights of productivity with our 7' hydraulic elevating cab riser.

CAB FEATURES:
- Elevate (0'-7').
- Operated by dedicated joystick from inside cab.
- Positive lock when in home position.
- Hydraulic system cushions to avoid abrupt stops.
- Safety interlock locks out all other hydraulic functions when cab is in use.
- Manual emergency cab-lowering controls mounted in cab and service bay (in the event of a power loss).
- Full cab guard.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
- Elevate (0'-7') and tilt (35').
- Tilt Only: 35'.

Elevate

Elevate and Tilt
WIDENED UNDERCARRIAGE

The Pierce widened carbody provides the over-the-side stability you need to handle heavy loads. It’s engineered to stabilize your excavator while equalizing lift capacity throughout an entire 360° swing motion. Additional counterweight and resulting stress on the machine are further minimized due to the carbody’s stable handling capabilities under challenging conditions. When it comes to maximizing your productivity, it pays to go wide.

COUNTERWEIGHT AND FRAME REINFORCEMENT

Our heavy counterweights provide exceptional stability, particularly when working over the side of the machine. Purpose-built to reduce loading on the swing bearing, this option is ideal for the rigors of heavy long reach, demolition, scrap, and material handling applications.

Available configurations:
- Top mount
- Undermount
- Sandwich-style
- Counterweight removal device

Pierce collaborates closely with the excavator OEM in order to provide the appropriate and approved counterweight amount for each machine.

TURNTABLE LEVELER

The unique design of Pierce turntable levelers offer 8.5° articulation in both directions (left/right) for optimum flexibility on side slopes. Available for machines ranging from 16-21 metric tons.

OPTIONAL:
Foot pedal or joystick control.